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Analysis

“Explain”

Input: FASTA Sequences
>NAH6_HUMAN Q92581
MARRGWRRAPLRRGVGSSPRARRLMRPL…
Upload to Proteome Analyst

PA delivers transparent predictions; a
mechanism, called “Explain”, is provided
that helps users understand why a
classifier made a particular classification.
Example: NAH6_HUMAN classified by PA’s Animal Subcellular Classifier

Introduction: Bridging the Gap
Current methods of genomic sequencing
allow huge amounts of data to be
produced quickly, while laboratory
techniques for determining protein
function and localization can take many
times longer to complete. There is a real
need to bridge this time gap; Proteome
Analyst (PA) attempts to do that.
PA is a free web-based service for onestop automatic high-throughput analysis
that includes the most accurate
subcellular predictors across the widest
set of organisms ever published1.

What does PA do?
PA provides 2 main services:
•Analysis (
)
•Upload sequences in fastA format
•Process the sequences with tools
(runs BLAST, Prosite)
•Parse tokens from the tool’s output
•Use tokens to predict the class of the
protein (Ex. Hydrolase Activity,
Cytoplasm) using Machine Learning.
•Provide an Explanation (
) for the
prediction
•Custom Classifer Creation (
)
•Upload Labeled sequences in fastA
format
•Process the sequences with tools
(runs BLAST, Prosite)
•Parse tokens from the tool’s output
and use them to detect similarities
within classes using Machine Learning.
•Use detected similarities to classify
new proteins with unknown properties.

PA
Tools
(BLAST)

Output: Classification
Probability graph

(keywords, IPR numbers…)

What if…?

glycoprotein,
transport,
mitochondrial,
mitochondrion,
transmembrane,
antiport, ipr004709,

Explain graph
Note:
•IPR004709: Sodium/hydrogen exchanger subfamily
•IPR006153 Sodium/hydrogen exchanger

Classifier
(Ex. GO function,
Subcellular localization)

Custom Classifier Creation
Input: Labeled FASTA Sequences
>endopeptidase activity (0004175)< P19205 | ACPH_PIG
MERQVLLSEPEEAAALYRGLSRQPALSAACLGPEVTTQYGGRYR…

Upload to Proteome Analyst

Extract tokens

Output: Classifier

Machine
Learning

•This graph is on a logarithmic scale
•The color of a bar indicates the token, and it’s
length indicates that token’s contribution to the
class’s probability.
•In this graph the tokens “mitochondrion” and
“mitochondrial” contribute greatly to the class
Mitochondrion.
•The token “antiport” actually contributes more
to the class Plasma Membrane than
Mitochondrion, but because only Mitochondrion
has the tokens “IPR004709” and “IPR006153” it
has a longer probability bar, thus Mitochondrion
it is the predicted class for this protein.

Explaining “Explain”

(Ex. GO function- Peptidase Activity)

Confusion Matrix

(keywords, IPR numbers…)

cytoplasmic,
acetylation,
hydrolase,
ipr002471,
ipr000379

PA recently finished training a new Gene
Ontology (GO) Function classifier.
•12 Classes
•102,225 sequence training set
•Built using EBI’s GO mapping & the
SwissProt database
•Precision: 93%
•Recall: 97%
Also see Proteome Analyst’s Gene Ontology Poster

Extract tokens

PA
Tools
(BLAST)

Gene Ontology - Function

Resubstitution Results

Explain Graphs

Explain will feature a textual analysis of
the classification:
Your protein has a 83.4% chance of
belonging to the class “Mitochondrion”.
The 3 features associated with your
protein that were the most important in
making this classification are
“mitochondrion”, “mitochondrial” and
“ipr004709”. Together these 3 tokens
account for 45.2% of “Mitochondrion”’s
total probability.
The second most likely class is “Plasma
Membrane” with a probability of 16.6%.
The same tokens “mitochondrion”,
“mitochondrial” and “ipr004709” account
for 10.7% of “Plasma Membrane”’s total
probability.

Proteome Analyst has the ability to
change the tokens associated with a
protein.
•Useful when features are determined
experimentally, but are not in the
tokens produced by PA’s tools.
Example: Protein classified “nucleus”
(50.5%), “cytoplasm” (49.5%)
Associated Tokens: repeat, nuclear, antigen,
cytoplasmic, lectin, galectin, nuclear protein,
ipr008985 ,ipr001079 , polymorphism

It is deduced experimentally that this
protein is involved in apoptosis. A
biologist can now add the token
“apoptosis ” to the protein’s token list and
re-classify.

This new token changes the classification
to “cytoplasm” with probability 76.0%
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